The 20th century regional and global sea level variations are records, which is a prerequisite for our analysis technique. A suite of differ-
Introduction
Global sea level rise is one of the major concerns in predicting climate and climate 25 change for the decades to come. Projections for sea level rise have been compiled in the 26 IPCC third assessment report [Church et al., 2001] and the more recent 4th report, AR4,
27
[Bindoff et al., 2007] . But still predictions vary substantially. It is important first to 28 understand the magnitude of the past sea level change before we can reduce uncertainties 29 in the future development.
30
In this paper we will address the development of the global and regional, i.e. ocean 31 basin wide, sea level during the past century. For this purpose monthly mean tide gauge 32 data from the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL) data base [Woodworth and {x i } can be described as:
where N gives the number of neurons in the layer above, W k,i is the connection 120 strength/weight matrix and b k the corresponding bias. An appropriate choice of the 121 transfer function in the hidden layer is a sigmoid function, which is differentiable, output-122 limiting and quasi-bistable. Thus these neurons work like switches.
123
In a first test experiment aimed at filling data gaps in the tide gauge records (see 124 section 4) we applied a BPN with the hidden layer divided into three sections with different 125 transfer functions F {}. In the first section we used F {x} = 1/(1+exp{−x}), in the second 126 F {x} = tanh{x} and in the third a linear transfer F {x} = x. After training the BPN we 127 found that only connections going through hidden neuron with either F {x} = tanh{x} 128 or F {x} = x contribute to the output signal. Therein the connections crossing the linear 129 hidden neurons can be re-written as direct connections from the input to the output layer.
130
Therefore we decided to use in this paper a general neural network(s) design as illustrated The amount of neurons in each layer will be chosen depending on the special task. Note 
where the summations include all K output neurons and all M training pairs. To find 144 the minimum of E an iterative gradient descent algorithm will be applied. The necessary
145
gradient of E with respect to the unknown weights W IO , W IH and W HO as well as to 146 the biases b H and b O can easily been derived from (1) and (2) using the chain rule. The 147 optimizations done in the following sections will all start from small random numbers in 148 the range [-0.01,+0 .01] as a first guess for the unknowns and we will allow for a maximum 149 of 500 iterations.
150
In oceanographic and meteorological applications one often has to deal with a large 151 number of input as well as output neurons, which results in a huge amount of parameters
152
(N par ) to be estimated. Usually there will be only a much smaller set M of training 153 examples leading to an ill-conditioned problem [Hsieh and Tang, 1998] choice of the factors C j (the subscript j denotes the corresponding matrix) we rewrite 167 them in the form:
with N j giving the corresponding number of matrix elements. Thus finally only the single 169 constant C r has to be choosen. We will come back to this later according to demand. 
Data
For our purpose we use monthly sea level data from tide gauges downloaded from the differences for the ocean regions considered in this paper (color shaded areas in Fig. 2 ).
202
Compared to the RMS value of the signal they are most pronounced in the tropical belt
, as e.g. in the tropical Pacific (Fig. 4a) , and are also notable in the global 204 mean (Fig. 4b) . 
Filling Data Gaps
A neural network needs complete information at the input layer to fulfill its duty, but 
227
To tackle the problem of overfitting, the ridge regression penalty (3) As an example Fig. 6 shows the reconstructed sea level derivatives at the tide gauge this procedure results in more robust estimates because it interlinks the output neurons.
276
The TGRMnet is trained using three alternatives of regional MSLA data: the corre- TGRMnet is: training datasets.
296
To estimate the weight C r of the ridge regression penalty (Eq. 3 and 4) we scanned 297 the range 0 to 500 and performed a fivefold cross-validation on the training dataset(s) we retain 20% of the data that are randomly chosen from the complete training dataset. Figure 8 shows the dependence of the cost E m (5), converted to a mean RMS error, on 
322
[1998] to improve the quality. 
X -17
Each member is then converted to regional MSLA by temporal integration, i.e. building cut-off frequency) the amplitude and phase are estimated by fitting an annual sinusoid.
342
To get an idea about its temporal variability this is done in a moving five year window.
343
The agreement is demonstrated in Fig. 10 for the global ocean. As good or even better 344 results are found for the single ocean basins. 
Discussion
First we looked at the dependence of the regional MSLA on the dataset chosen for train-346 ing (Fig. 11) . The interannual to multi-decadal variablity shows only minor dependence 347 on the training data. The influence of the data is mainly noticeable in the mean trends and the South Atlantic (Fig. 11a, d , g and i respectively): the regional MSLA curves from 354 the CSIRO+GFZ training does not inevitably stay between the curves obtained from the
355
GFZ and the CSIRO training for the whole time. The reason for this is not clear yet.
356
In the following we will discuss only the mean sea level curves estimated from the 357 complete 150 member ensemble. On longer timescales (after low-pass filtering using a 358
1.5 year cut-off frequency) the global MSLA (Fig. 11a) difference in the very long timescale the shorter scales in these basins are well correlated.
388
After eliminating the annual cycle and subtracting the corresponding quadratic regression 389 lines from the sea level curves (Fig. 12a ) the correlation is 0.6, with the Southern Indian
390
Ocean leading by 14 months (Note: all correlations given hereafter are significant at the 391 99% level).
392
For the Pacific Ocean (Fig. 11d-f ) the variations in the single sub-basins are even more 
404
In the Atlantic Ocean ( Fig. 11g-i the TGRMnet results and the corresponding training data (Fig. 10 ) encourages us to look 436 at the whole period from 1900 onward that is displayed in Fig. 13 . The amplitudes of 437 the annual cycle (Fig. 13a, b and c) show substantial temporal variations in the single 438 ocean basins in dependence of its mean value. In contrast to this the phases (Fig. 13d , (Fig. 11a) .
497
On medium timescales, i.e. after eliminating the annual cycle and subtracting the balance. There must also be periodic mass exchange between the single basins not only 507 at seasonal periods [Stammer et al., 1996; Ponte, 1999] but also on longer time scales as proposed e.g. by Stepanov and Hughes [2006] or Wenzel and Schröter [2007] . Anyhow, 509 to figure this out in more detail is beyond the scope of this paper and information about 510 the steric contribution during the whole reconstruction period would be needed at least.
511 Table 1 . Temporal RMS of the monthly differences for the regional mean sea level [cm/month] derived from the GFZ and the CSIRO altimeter products. mean = (GFZ+CSIRO)/2, diff = (CSIRO-GFZ) and ratio = diff / mean. See Fig. 2 Table 2 . Methods used to fill data gaps in tide gauge records (see text for details) acronym method 1: mac mean annual cycle (MAC) 2: eof EOF reconstruction (EOFR) 3: fc/recurr FCnet, recurrent 4: fc/mac fill FCnet with input gaps filled by MAC 5: fc/eof fill FCnet with input gaps filled by EOFR 6: bc/recurr BCnet, recurrent 7: bc/mac fill BCnet with input gaps filled by MAC 8: bc/eof fill BCnet with input gaps filled by EOFR 9: fc/bc best best of 3 to 8 (minimal fore-/backcast error at known values) 10: fc/bc mean error weighted mean of 3 to 8 Table 3 . The effect of the choice of training data set on the regional mean sea level trend for the period 1900-2006. Given are the ensemble mean and standard deviation of the trends resulting from all C r training values and applying the net to all tide gauge reconstructions (50 ensemble members). For the column mean the complete ensemble of trends (150 members) is taken into account. See Fig. 2 
. For better readability all curve are filtered to exclude the 647 annual cycle. 
